
Year 1 

Autumn Term – Years 1  

1  9.9.19 - 7 pieces of work 30.9.19 – 5 pieces of work 21.10.19 – 2 pieces of work 

Focus 

and 

Skills 

History – Toys Past and Present 

 

How have toys changed over time? 
 

What is your favourite toy?  
- To be able to describe the characteristics of 

toys.  

What toys did our grandparents play with?  
- To find out what toys our parents and 

grandparents played with.  

How have toys changed over the years?  
- To find out what toys were like at different 

times in the past (timeline)  

How do we know if a toy is old or new?  
- To be able to identify toys that are old and 

toys that are new. 

What is the same and what is different? 
- To be able to describe how toys are different 

and how they are the same.  

How do we make a thaumatrope?  

- To build and play with a toy from the past.  

 

Pupils will be taught 

- changes within living memory.   

Science - Everyday Materials (Toys) 

 

What materials are toys made from? 
 

What materials are toys made from?  

- To identify and name a variety of everyday materials used 

to make toys. 

Which toys are made from wood?  

- To explore and describe wooden toys and their 

properties.  

Which toys are made from plastic?  

- To explore and describe plastic toys and their properties.  

Which toy belongs to which group?  

- To explore and describe metal toys and their properties. 

Whi is it made of fabric?  

- To explore and describe fabric toys and their properties. 

Which is the best material to keep teddy dry?  

- To investigate and carry out a simple experiment. Record 

findings and draw simple conclusions.  

Which material would be best to soak up teddy's 

bath water  
- To investigate and carry out a simple experiment. Record 

findings and draw simple conclusions.  

Why are some materials better than others? What are 

their properties?  

- To identify why some materials are better than others 

based on their properties.  

Science – Seasons 

 

What changes during the seasons?  

 

What are the names of the four Seasons? 

- To identify, name and understand the order of 

the seasons. 

What is weather like in autumn?  
- To identify the weather associated with autumn. 

What is weather like in winter?  
- To identify the weather associated with winter.  

What is a weather station?  
- To observe closely, using simple equipment. 

How does day length change in Autumn and 

winter? 
- To understand that daylength changes with 

season and that days are shorter in winter.  

What clothes do I wear in winter? What 

clothes do I wear in autumn? 
- To understand that different seasons require us 

to wear different clothes.  

 

- Observe changes across the four seasons 

- Observe and describe weather associated with 

the seasons and how day length varies. 

Texts  Traction Man is Here – Mini Grey, Dogger – Shirley Hughes, Lost in the Toy Museum – David Lucas 

Toys in Space – Mini Grey 

We are going on a leaf hunt – Steve Metzger 

Tree: Seasons come, Seasons go – Patricia 

Hegarty  

Trips  The Museum of Cannock Chase 

 



2 4.11.19 – 2 finished products 25.11.19 – 3 pieces of work 9.12.19 - 2 pieces of work 

Focus 

and 

skills  

DT – To design and make a hand puppet to use 

in our class Punch and Judy style show 

 

Design 

- design purposeful, functional, appealing 

products for themselves and other users 

based on design criteria  

- generate, develop, model and communicate 

their ideas through talking, drawing, 

templates, mock-ups and, where appropriate, 

information and communication technology  

 

Make 

- select from and use a range of tools and 

equipment to perform practical tasks [for 

example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing] 

- select from and use a wide range of materials 

and components 

 

Evaluate 

- explore and evaluate a range of existing 

products  

- evaluate their ideas and products against 

design criteria 

ART – To look at the work of Andy 

Goldsworthy 

 

Who is Andy Goldsworthy? What kind of 

art does he poroduce? 

 

Intention – Provide children with the 

knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and 

create their own works of art.  

 

Implementation – Studying the work of Andy 

Goldsworthy and focusing natural sculptures.  
 

- To use a range of materials creatively to 

design and make products  

- Learn about the work of a range of artists, 

craft makers and designers, describing the 

differences and similarities between 

different practices and disciplines, and 

making links to their own work. 

 

Impact – Children will have a final piece using 

natural materials to make a sculpture. 

 

Religious Education - Christmas 
 

Key Question: What gifts would 

Christians in my town have given 

Jesus if he had been born 

today? 
 

What is a special gift? What is 

Abby Owl's special gift?  

 

Why was Jesus given gold, 

frankincense comma and myrrh?  

 

Who visited the baby Jesus?  

 

What present would you give 

Jesus?  

 

Who would visit Jesus if he was 

born today?   

 

- Religion: Christianity  

Texts Leaf Man – Lois Ehlert  

Fletcher and the falling leaves – Julia Rawlinson 

The Christmas story – Ian Beck   

The Nativity – May Eliot    

The Nativity Flap Book – Sam Taplin 

Trips  Walk in the local area  

Forest School area to make sculptures 

 


